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ABSTRACT  

The marvels of ladies business is to a great extent kept to 
metropolitan urban areas and huge towns in India. The greater part of 
the ladies business visionaries work little scale units. Be that as it may, 
ladies business people are found in country territories too. A provincial 
ladies business visionary is a ladies or gathering of ladies who attempt 
to arrange and run a ranch in rustic region. The ladies people can 
undoubtedly be considered as spine of any country and better 50% of 
the man in all circles of network special case. Rustic ladies, who 
establish about half of aggregate provincial populace, assume a 
functioning job in all circles of monetary life and contribute luxuriously 
towards national salary. Of the major provincial endeavor, dairy venture has been viewed as a critical 
instrument of monetary and social change to enhance in salary and work to rustic division when all is said in 
done and country ladies specifically. 
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INTRODUCTION  
 Ladies have a different job in creature farming. Their exercises generally extending from 
consideration of creatures, brushing, grain accumulation, cleaning of creatures and sheds to preparing milk 
and domesticated animals items. In domesticated animals the executives, indoor occupations like draining, 
nourishing, cleaning and so on., are finished by ladies in 90 percent of families while the board of male 
creatures and grub generation are influenced by men. The dairy cultivating in India as generally drilled under 
blended cultivating mode alongside product cultivating has been advantageous to the real control of harvest 
family. The customary arrangement of cows keeping filled the need of prerequisite of cows and wild ox guys 
for homestead work, use of yield results which generally will go squander, use of surplus family work, 
meeting the family necessity of drain and items and through offer of creatures. Keeping of few journal 
creatures additionally filled in as a protection against product disappointment.  
 Lately, notwithstanding, we are seeing a pattern towards the specific dairy cultivating and 
commercialization in dairy venture, in which, the real offer of pay of the rancher is gotten from the dairying. 
The dairying has been considered as a potential methods for easing vast scale joblessness, particularly in 
provincial regions. Lady assumes a key job in creature homestead and home administration. Effective dairy 
cultivation endeavor not may enhance the financial status of rustic ladies, yet additionally guarantee a 
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continued and guaranteed methods for money to enhance their pay from the principle undertaking. 
Consequently the present investigation is has finished with the accompanying explicit goals. 
 
Objectives of the Study 
1. To investigation the financial profile of rustic ladies dairy business people.  
2. To break down the requirements in the board of dairy endeavor and  
3. To propose suitable measures for in turning into an effective business person. 
 
Methodology 
 In this area an endeavor is made to set up a system of the present examination. It is incorporates 
test structure, time of study and accumulation of information. 
 
Sample design 
 Virudhunagar region contains Sattur and Aruppukottai to collect essential information, square savvy 
arrangements of dairy ranchers were acquired from Virudhunagar Collector Office (DRDA) in excess of 80 
percent of the dairy agriculturists were concentrated is squares to be specific vender and Aruppukottai, 60 
test ladies dairy agriculturists from these 2 squares were irregular chosen by utilizing proportionate 
likelihood inspecting method. 
 
Period of study 
 The field study was conducted from October 2011 to December 2011 for the collection of primary 
data. 
 
Collection of data 

Essential information have been utilized for the present investigation. The insights about salary, 
reserve funds and they were identifying with the general targets of the examination were gathered from the 
Sample individuals through direct close to home meeting beneath. 

 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
SOCIO ECONOMIC PROFILE OF RURAL WOMEN DAIRY NTREPRENEURS 
Age distribution 
 The age circulation example of test provincial ladies endorse in the above table showed that around 
60 percent of the country ladies business people had a place with middle age gathering. Where on in 
Aruppukottai, 60% of the Rural ladies business person in the youthful age bunch classification the normal 
around 50 percent of the country lady business person found in moderately aged gathering, in the 
investigation region. 
 
Education status 
 The instruction dimension of the example respondents displayed in the above table demonstrates 
that in Sattur and Aruppukottain squares square 50 percent of the provincial ladies business visionaries were 
uneducated people. Over all 50% of the rustic ladies dairy were uneducated and just 30 percent of them had 
tutoring up to essential dimension. 
 
Marital status 
 It could be seen from the above table that around 45 percent of the respondents' n Sattur square 
and 90 percent of the respondents in Aruppukkuttai square were hitched and by and large 93.33 percent of 
the country ladies journal business people were hitched and 6.67 percent were widow in the examination 
region. 
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Constraints faced by the rural women entrepreneur in management of dairy farm 
 The example rustic ladies dairy business people have experienced numerous issues in the board of 
their units viz-generation, handling, advertising, specialized and money related.  

Fund is a most critical part of any business. Non-accessibility long haul fund, normal and regular 
need of working capital and long methodology to benefit back help were observed to be the money related 
limitations looked by the country ladies dairy business people from the table 2.5 refered to that 35% of the 
respondents confronting the issue non-accessibility of term back in Sattur square and 40 percent in 
Aruppukkottai. The long system profit fund is the serious issue, 50 percent and 40 percent Sattur and 
Aruppukkottai squares confronted such issue. 

 
Policy implication 
 The suggestion dependent on discoveries to item dairy segment in the investigation zone money 
related help ought to be given to intrigued provincial poor ladies. Foundation of veterinary healing facilities, 
versatile center, dev of high return breads, preparing with respect to are treatment, arrangement of 
transient man of procurement of green grain and focus and reinforcing were a portion of the approach 
measures proposed by the examination. 
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